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The Roman Army and the New
Testament
2018-10-31

though new testament scholars have written extensively on
the roman empire the topic of the military has been
conspicuously neglected leading many academics to defer
to popular wisdom against this trend the roman army and
the new testament provides a clear discussion of issues
that are often taken for granted who served in the military
of early roman palestine why did men join the roman army
seemingly at odds with their own interests as subject
peoples what roles did soldiers serve beyond combat how
did civilians interact with and perceive soldiers these
questions are answered through careful analysis of ancient
literature inscriptions papyri and archaeological findings to
paint a detailed portrait of soldier civilian interactions in
early roman palestine contrary to common assumption
judaea and galilee were not crawling with roman
legionaries with a penchant for cruelty rather a diverse mix
of men from palestine and nearby regions served as
soldiers in a variety of social roles infrastructure
construction dispute mediation bodyguarding officials like
tax collectors etc readers will discover a variety of complex
attitudes civilians held toward men of roman violence
throughout the roman east the importance of these
historical issues for biblical scholarship is demonstrated
through a verse by verse commentary on relevant passages
that stretches across the entire new testament from the
slaughter of the innocents in matthew s nativity to the
climactic battle with the great beast in revelation biblical
scholars seminarians and military enthusiasts will find



much to learn about the roman army in both the new
testament and early roman palestine

The New Testament of Our Lord
and Saviour Jesus Christ
1942

have you ever read stories of old testament heroes and
wondered how they had such boldness in their faith as a
christian have you ever considered that you too are a
soldier in god s army from the pages of the rescue old
testament boot camp for a new testament war comes a
handbook on spiritual warfare which will empower men
and women of god to charge into engagements with a level
courage and faith you may never have thought possible be
transported back in time where joash a young dedicated
foot soldier is on the front lines of the army of israel as
they bravely conquer their foes and take hold of the
promised land through his eyes witness firsthand the
struggles and victories hear the voice of each commander
as they lead their men against a brutal enemy force
drawing on this narrative author don s coffeen relates
some of the most amazing old testament battles to the
issues christians face today revealing the many lessons
that can be gleaned from these historic moments the
rescue old testament boot camp for a new testament war
delivers your marching orders and instructions for taking
back the territory the enemy has gnawed away equipping
you with the full arsenal of god so that you can be ready
when god calls you to go outside your comfort zone and
conquer your own promised land



The Rescue
2010-09

the leader s bible u s army cadet command by military
chaplains contains the new tyndale version new testament
illustrates scripture with cadet command photos it contains
the 7 principles of leadership cadet command prayers
founding fathers on religious freedom quotes from
numerous us presidents supporting faith in god and more

The Leader's Bible U. S. Army
Cadet Command
2016-08-01

this niv new testaments are specifically designed for
familes of military personnel included are 64 pages of
specialized help notes and the book of psalms 6 5 point
bible text size

Peace for the Military Family-NIV:
A New Testament
2009-04

when your husband serves in the military you re required
to sacrifice as well adding a level of strain to everyday life
that most people can t understand frequent moves
unpredictable schedules extended deployments
reintegration and in some cases caregiving all make a
military spouse like you hungry for the stability and peace
found in god s word this special new testament with psalms



and proverbs is designed to address your unique needs
hopes fears struggles and insecurities and since no one can
speak to you as you journey through this unique situation
like someone who has gone through it this new testament
with psalms and proverbs includes 90 special devotions
written by military wives and edited by jocelyn greene a
former military wife who actively ministers to women in
your situation let her words of help and hope alongside god
s word encourage you as you serve our country in your own
way features 90 devotions written by military wives for
military wives that provide hope encouragement and
spiritual growth preface from jocelyn green scripture from
the new international version topical index and other study
helps

NIV, Military Wives' New
Testament With Psalms and
Proverbs
2013-03-05

a continuation of the popular hear me read level 1 series
hear me read level 2 books build reading confidence for
the more advanced reader

Hurray for the Lord's Army!
1994

for years vine s expository dictionary has been the
standard word study tool for pastors and laypeople selling
millions of copies but sixty plus years of scholarship have
shed extensive new light on the use of biblical greek and



hebrew creating the need for a new more accurate more
thorough dictionary of bible words william mounce whose
greek grammar has been used by more than 100 000
college and seminary students is the editor of this new
dictionary which will become the layperson s gold standard
for biblical word studies mounce s is ideal for the reader
with limited or no knowledge of greek or hebrew who
wants greater insight into the meanings of biblical words
to enhance bible study it is also the perfect reference for
busy pastors needing to quickly get at the heart of a word s
meaning without wading through more technical studies
what makes mounce s superior to vine s the most accurate
in depth definitions based on the best of modern
evangelical scholarship both greek and hebrew words are
found under each english entry vine s separates them
employs both strong s and g k numbering systems vine s
only uses strong s mounce s accuracy is endorsed by
leading scholars

Mounce's Complete Expository
Dictionary of Old and New
Testament Words
2009-12-15

how does a christian render unto caesar what is caesar s
and unto god what is god s this book is the result of the
bingham colloquium of 2007 that brought scholars from
across north america to examine the new testament s
response to the empires of god and caesar two chapters lay
the foundation for that response in the old testament s
concept of empire and six others address the response to
the notion of empire both human and divine in the various



authors of the new testament a final chapter investigates
how the church fathers regarded the matter the essays
display various methods and positions together however
they offer a representative sample of the current state of
study of the notion of empire in the new testament

Empire in the New Testament
2011-01-01

class struggle in the new testament engages the political
and economic realities of the first century to unmask the
mediation of class through several new testament texts and
traditions essays span a range of subfields presenting class
struggle as the motor force of history by responding to
recent debates historical data and new evidence on the
political economic world of jesus paul and the gospels
chapters address collective struggles in the gospels the
roman military and class the usefulness of categories like
peasant retainer and middling groups for understanding
the world of jesus the class basis behind the origin of
archangels the gospels as products of elite culture the
implication of capitalist ideology upon biblical
interpretation and the new testament s use of slavery
metaphors populist features and gifting practices this book
will become a definitive reference point for future
discussion

Class Struggle in the New
Testament
2018-12-31



excerpt from the church in the army or the four centurions
seldom perhaps never since the foundation of the world
has there been witnessed so much zeal for sup plying
soldiers with religious books as at this moment 00pies of
the sacred scriptures and tracts and small volumes on
religious subjects are now furnished in great quantities to
our fellow men as they start fo1 the war we have also a
great desi1e to do them good even in the humblest way it is
said that 111 a g1oup of young sol die1s not long since a
young man who was looking attentively over his copy of the
new testament that had been just put into his hands was
asked when he expected to have time to read it his reply
was i think i can find time to read it very early in the
morning bravely said that young man will make a hero if he
is spared to serve his country a few years his reply re
minds as of what is written in the life of general have lock
he never dared to be ashamed of christ bible reading was
his sacred habit as also was private and social prayer he
invariably secured two hours in the morn ing for reading
the scriptures and private prayer if the march began at six
he rose at four if at four he rose at two about the publisher
forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare
and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this
book is a reproduction of an important historical work
forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally
reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare
cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or
missing page may be replicated in our edition we do
however repair the vast majority of imperfections
successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical
works



The Church in the Army
2017-09-18

this package includes the complete two volume set of the
book of revelation from the macarthur new testament
commentary series revelation 1 11 and revelation 12 22 the
macarthur new testament commentary series continues to
be one of today s top selling commentary series these
commentaries from respected bible scholar and preacher
john macarthur give a verse by verse analysis in context
and provide points of application for passages illuminating
the biblical text in practical and relevant ways revelation 1
3 says blessed is the one who reads the words of this
prophecy and blessed are those who hear it and take to
heart what is written in it because the time is near that
blessing may be hard to receive with the book s shrouded
prophecy and eschatological mysteries confusing scholar
and lay reader alike macarthur pulls back the veil and
reveals more of what god s word has to say to us in
revelation covering volatile topics as the rapture the
millennial kingdom and the anti christ these volumes will
open your eyes to receive the blessing promised in
revelation s opening verses

The New Testament of Our Lord
and Saviour Jesus Christ
1942

an indispensable introduction to roman society culture law
politics religion and daily life as they relate to the study of
the new testament the roman empire formed the central



context in which the new testament was written anyone
who wishes to understand the new testament texts must
become familiar with the political economic societal
cultural and religious aspects of roman rule much of the
new testament deals with enabling its readers to negotiate
in an array of different manners this pervasive imperial
context this book will help the reader see how social
structures and daily practices in the roman world illumine
so much of the content of the new testament message for
example to grasp what paul was saying about food offered
to idols one must understand that temples in the roman
world were not churches and that they functioned as
political economic and gastronomic centers whose
religious dealings were embedded within these other
functions brief in presentation yet broad in scope the
roman empire and the new testament an essential guide
will introduce students to the information and ideas
essential to coming to grips with the world in which early
christianity was born

Revelation 1-22 MacArthur New
Testament Commentary Two
Volume Set
1999-04-15

this completely revised and updated second edition of the
new testament in antiquity skillfully develops how jewish
hellenistic and roman cultures formed the essential
environment in which the new testament authors wrote
their books and letters understanding of the land history
and culture of the ancient world brings remarkable new
insights into how we read the new testament itself



throughout the book numerous features provide windows
into the first century world nearly 500 full color photos
charts maps and drawings have been carefully selected
additional features include sidebars that integrate the book
s material with issues of interpretation discussion
questions and bibliographies

The Old and New Testament
Connected
1839

no ancient writer is more important for the study of the
new testament than flavius josephus a jew who was born
shortly after the death and resurrection of jesus christ his
works discuss many of the people who walk across the
pages of the new testament such as herod agrippa john the
baptist and even jesus outline institutions important to the
understanding of the new testament such as the pharisees
sadduccees zealots and roman army and describe in great
detail events predicted in the new testament the jewish
war especially the destruction of jerusalem in this book dr
rogers has summarized the massive bulk of josephus s
writings in a vivid and delightful manner arranging the
data topically for easy access he also draws attention to
specific words in the gospels acts and the letters of the
new testament that take on enriched meanings when
viewed in light of josephus s use of them

The Roman Empire and the New



Testament
2010-09-01

the president s bible features quotes and prayers of us
presidents and includes their photos the translation used is
the new tyndale version

The Old and New Testament
Connected ... Twentieth Edition,
Carefully Corrected, Etc
1858

substantial articles on 2000 greek words that are
theologically significant in the new testament traces usage
in classical greek literature the septuagint intertestamental
texts and the new testament

The New Testament in Antiquity,
2nd Edition
2020-04-14

for these perilous times for the men and women who serve
the cause of freedom around the world these special boxed
new testament editions with psalms and proverbs are
tailored to each branch of the armed forces for instance
the navy edition features the navy hymn the sailor s prayer
and additional material for navy personnel



The Holy Bible, Containing the Old
and the New Testament, and
Apocrypha
1811

this pocket sized niv new testament with psalms and
proverbs is designed to help military members and their
families spiritually prepare for the challenges of military
service and heal from the effects of war

The Topical Josephus
1999-10

in an often violent and dangerous world military defense
systems exercise a major role in the ways societies and
nations function develop their aspirations protect
themselves promote their identities and shape their
destinies as we are only too aware at this time in global
history conflict war and peace are deeply entangled and
often morally ambiguous this timely volume of essays
offers contributions from europe africa and australia it
raises fundamental issues about the indispensability of the
virtues in the military the relationship between military
and the public good the nature of combatants and a soldier
s responsibilities for humanity and peace moral and
spiritual injury and new challenges for pastoral care in the
armed forces



Military Chaplains' Review
1980

now including a new chapter israel in galatians over 80 of
the promises and prophecies of the old testament have
been literally fulfilled it is a simple matter of faith in god s
faithfulness to believe that he means what he says and will
do what he says he will do this study reveals that both the
people and the place called israel have a significant role in
god s future plans for world redemption

A Commentary on the Books of the
Old and New Testament
1770

in the immediate aftermath of world war ii the united
states army became the principal agent of american
foreign policy the army designed implemented and
administered the occupations of the defeated axis powers
germany and japan as well as many other nations generals
such as lucius clay in germany douglas macarthur in japan
mark clark in austria and john hodge in korea presided
over these territories as proconsuls at the beginning of the
cold war more than 300 million people lived under some
form of u s military authority the army s influence on
nation building at the time was profound but most
scholarship on foreign policy during this period
concentrates on diplomacy at the highest levels of civilian
government rather than the armed forces governance at
the local level in army diplomacy hudson explains how u s
army policies in the occupied nations represented the



culmination of more than a century of military doctrine
focusing on germany austria and korea hudson s analysis
reveals that while the post world war ii american
occupations are often remembered as overwhelming
successes the actual results were mixed his study draws on
military sociology and institutional analysis as well as
international relations theory to demonstrate how bottom
up decisions not only inform but also create higher level
policy as the debate over post conflict occupations
continues this fascinating work offers a valuable
perspective on an important yet underexplored facet of
cold war history

The President's Bible
2016-03-17

while the early church exercised proper discernment and
the canon of the new testament was soon definitely
recognised and universally accepted the apocryphal
writings were not without influence the sacred legends the
ecclesiastical traditions all too potent in their effect are in
many cases to be traced to these writings much that rome
inculcates is derived from these books which the western
church constantly rejected included are the
protevangelium of james the gospel of pseudo matthew the
gospel of the nativity of mary the history of joseph the
carpenter the gospel of thomas the gospel of nicodemus
the letter of pontius pilate and many more

“The” Old and New Testament



Connected in the History of the
Jews and Neighbouring Nations
1833

this volume examines a multitude of characters in matthew
s gospel and provides an in depth look at the different
approaches currently employed by scholars working with
literary and reader oriented methods beginning with an
introduction on the properties of character and the several
aspects involved in the creation of person the contributors
provide a close reading of numerous characters and
character types in the gospel of matthew including mary
king herod john the baptist jesus the preacher jesus the
teacher god the father the roman centurion peter women
gentiles scribes and pharisees and romans such close
studies aid the understanding of different issues in
matthean characterization while also charting the
development of hermeneutical vistas that have developed
in contemporary scholarship resulting in a collection of
exegetical character studies that are self consciously
working from a literary narrative critical reader oriented or
related methodology

Biblical Commentary on the New
Testament
1858

the niv greatest warrior new testament with psalms and
proverbs is designed to help military members and their
families heal from the effects of war and spiritually prepare
for the challenges of military service



Theological Dictionary of the New
Testament
1964

The Airman's New Testament with
Psalms and Proverbs
2003-08

Day Thoughts on the New
Testament of Our Lord and Saviour
Jesus Christ
1875

“The” Holy Bible, Containing the
Old and New Testament
1849

NIV, the Greatest Warrior New
Testament with Psalms and



Proverbs, Pocket-Sized, Paperback,
Comfort Print
2024-01-02

The New Testament Commentary
190?

The Impact of Military
2022-11-29

Observations on the Applicability of
the Pacific Principles of the New
Testament to the Conduct of
States: and the Limitations which
Those Principles Impose on the
Rights of Self Defence
1839

Israel in the New Testament
2015-04-15



An Exposition of the Old and New
Testament. In Six Volumes ... By
Mattew Henry ... Vol. 1. [-6.]
1791

Army Diplomacy
2015-05-19

The Army Lawyer
1991

The Sacred Writings of the
Apocrypha the New Testament
2024-02-08

Character Studies in the Gospel of
Matthew
1955



Military Publications
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The Greatest Warrior New
Testament
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